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Abstract

Transparent Elastic Optical Networks (EON) are seen as a promising solution
for future optical transport networks to keep up with internet traffic growth,
as they allow provisioning connections with different bandwidth requirements
in an efficient way. To achieve high spectrum efficiency in these networks,
making good Routing, Modulation and Spectrum Assignment (RMLSA) de-
cisions is essential. Since fiber cuts are common, resiliency against single-link
failures is another important topic. This can be provided efficiently through
shared-path protection (SPP), which in turn complicates the RMLSA prob-
lem.

Existing routing, modulation and spectrum assignment algorithms for
SPP focus on the two-step approach, where primary paths are selected in-
dependently of their backup path options. However, selecting a different
primary path can allow for a better backup path with higher shareability of
backup resources if primary and backup path pairs are considered together.

Previous studies on SPP in EONs mostly consider the static traffic sce-
nario. Under a dynamic traffic scenario, where unpredictable connection re-
quests arrive and terminate over time, fragmentation of spectral resources has
a significant impact on the network performance.

In this thesis, a new algorithm is proposed for SPP in EONs against
single-link failures where primary and backup path pairs are selected jointly,
thereby minimizing fragmentation and maximizing shareability which leads to
better network performance in terms of blocking probability. Unlike existing
algorithms, the primary and backup path and spectrum are decided simul-
taneously from a set of candidate path pairs and the spectrum assignment
is done using a hybrid cost metric. The metric is a weighted combination of
existing metrics that integrates fragmentation and shareability into a multi-
objective function.

Using network traffic simulations in two reference networks, the effect
of the different cost functions on the algorithm’s behavior is explored and
an optimal set of weights is determined. With this parameterization, traffic
simulations in a scaled-down sample US network topology with load values of
190-240 Erlang, corresponding to blocking probabilities of 0.1% to 1% show
an average improvement over the reference algorithm of 79% in blocking
probability, 6.9% in shareability and 5.9% in spectrum fragmentation. It is
also shown that most of this improvement is caused by joint primary-backup
path assignments. The hybrid cost function reduces blocking by a further
10%.
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Sammanfattning

Transparenta Elastiska Optiska Nätverk (EON) ses som en lovande lösning
för framtida optiska transportnät för att hänga med Internettrafikens till-
växt, eftersom de möjliggör att tillhandahålla förbindelser med olika krav
på bandbredd på ett effektivt sätt. För att uppnå hög spektrumeffektivitet
i dessa nätverk är det viktigt att fatta bra beslut vad avser routing, mo-
dulering och spektrumtilldelning (Routing, Modulation Level and Spectrum
Assignment, RMLSA). Eftersom fiberavbrott är vanliga, så är tåligheten mot
enstaka länkfel et annat viktigt ämne. Detta kan ske effektivt genom att
skydda gemensamma reservvägar (Shared Path Protection, SPP), vilket dock
försvårar RMLSA-problemet.

Befintliga routing, modulering och spektrumtilldelningsalgoritmer för SPP
fokuserar på strategier i två steg, där först de primära vägarna väljs obero-
ende av deras backupalternativ. Att välja en annan primär väg, kan dock
möjliggöra en bättre reservväg med bättre delning av backupresurser om i
stället par av primära och sekundära vägar bedöms tillsammans.

Tidigare studier på SPP i EONs anser främst statiska trafikscenarier. I
ett dynamiskt trafikscenario, där oförutsägbara anslutningsbegäranden in-
kommer och avslutas över tiden, så kommer fragmenteringen av spektrala
resurser ha en betydande inverkan på nätverkets prestanda.

I denna avhandling föreslås en ny algoritm för SPP i EONs för hantering
av enskilda länkfel, där par av primära och sekundära vägar väljs gemensamt,
vilket minimerar fragmentering och maximerar delning vilket leder till bättre
nätverksprestanda i form av minskat blockering. Till skillnad från befintliga
algoritmer beslutas den primära och sekundära vägen och spektrum samtidigt
från en uppsättning av par av kandidatvägar och spektrumtilldelningen görs
med en hybrid-kostnadsfunktion. Funktionen är en viktad kombination av
befintliga mått som integrerar fragmentering och delning till en multi-objektiv
målfunktion.

Med användning av nätverkstrafiksimuleringar i två referensnätverk stu-
deras effekten av olika kostnadsfunktioner på algoritmens beteende och en
optimal uppsättning av vikter bestäms. Med dessa parametrar, trafiksimu-
leringar i en reducerad US-nätverkstopologi med belastningsvärden på 190-
240 Erlang, motsvarande blockeringssannolikheter på 0.1% to 1%, visar en
genomsnittlig förbättring under referensalgoritmen på 79% i blockeringens
sannolikhet, 6.9% i delning och 5.9% i fragmentering. Det visas också att det
mesta av denna förbättring beror på det samtidiga tilldelning av primära och
reservlänkar. Hybridkostnadsfunktionen minskar blockeringen med ytterliga-
re 10%.
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Notation

The following notation is used in this work.

N0 Natural numbers, including 0
B = {0, 1} Binary set
∨ Logical OR. a ∨ b = 0 iff a = 0 and b = 0, else 1

Network graph
V = {v1, . . . , vNv} Set of nodes in a network
E = {e1, . . . , eNe} Set of links in a network
G(V,E) Network graph
P ⊂ P(E) Set of all paths in the network graph

Network spectrum
Ns Number of frequency slots in a link
Sp : E → BNs Primary spectrum use
Sp(e)(i) = 1 iff slot i on link e is in use by a primary connection.

Ss : E × E → BNs Sharing spectrum use
Sb(ep, eb)(i) = 1 iff slot i on link eb is in use by a backup connection and
the corresponding primary goes through ep.

Ap : P → BNs Primary spectrum availability on a path
Ap(p)(i) = 0 iff slot i is available for a primary connection on path p.

Ab : P × P → BNs Backup spectrum availability on a path
Ab(pp, pb)(i) = 0 iff slot i is available for a backup connection on path pb

with corresponding primary path pp.

Algorithm arguments and variables
mp Modulation of a primary connection
sp Lowest-index spectrum slot of a primary connection
wp Number of spectrum slots of a primary connection
cp Cost of a primary connection
mb, sb, wb, cb Analogous properties of a backup connection
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CHAPTER1
Introduction

Traffic in the optical mesh networks that form the internet’s core is contin-
uously growing: 22% in 2012, with a projected compound annual growth
of 16% from 2012 to 2017[1]. For this reason, there is ongoing research to
achieve higher data rates per fiber, lower cost, better flexibility and, lately,
better energy efficiency, all while maintaining reliability. One of the latest de-
velopments in this area is the move from fixed frequency grid WDM (Wave-
length Division Multiplex) networks to the more spectrum-efficient Elastic
Optical Networks (EON).

The efficiency of EONs is highly dependent on how the routing and spec-
trum assignment problem (RSA) is solved. Assuming a dynamic traffic sce-
nario where connections arrive and terminate over time and a shared path
protection (SPP) scheme for resilience against single-link failures, this work
proposes a novel approach to solve the RSA problem.

This chapter gives an overview of elastic optical networks and how they
differ from previous technologies, of the problem of connection routing, spec-
trum and modulation format assignment in these networks and of related
issues such as fragmentation.

1.1 Motivation

The earlier works on RSA in EONs focused on the static problem where the
whole list of connection requests is known up front. Lately, interest in the
dynamic problem has also increased and a number of algorithms have been
suggested. However, the field is relatively new and not completely explored.
Existing algorithms typically aim at improving a single performance metric
in the network such as spectrum use, fragmentation, backup sharing or en-
ergy efficiency. In addition, the routing for shared path protection generally
consists of a separate primary and backup path search, where backup path
options are only considered after the primary has been selected. For primary-
path spectrum assignment, a first-fit strategy is often applied that terminates
the search as soon as the first feasible solution is found.

Solving these shortcomings will arguably lead to finding better RSA so-
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2 Chapter 1. Introduction

lutions and thereby more efficient use of the network. Improvements seem
possible by employing a combined primary and backup path search that also
considers the possibility of using e.g. the second-best primary path if that
allows for a much better backup path. It is also interesting to combine ex-
isting cost metrics so that multiple aspects, e.g. fragmentation and backup
shareability, are considered and a good trade-off can be found.

In this way, the utilization of the new elastic backbone networks may be
improved by increasing backup resource sharing and reducing fragmentation
while maintaining single-link failure protection. This can possibly reduce
the operating cost, increase energy efficiency, reduce the amount of hardware
needed or increase the network throughput. By increasing the efficiency of
elastic optical backbone networks, this work aims to contribute to supporting
the future growth of internet traffic. More efficient networks can make higher
data rates possibe while keeping the costs low, allowing new applications to
be developed and more users to be connected.

Finally, most of the existing studies in the area evaluate the performance
using simulation based experiments, which are often conducted with purpose-
built software programs that are never published. This can lead to problems
with reproducibility and also requires new research projects to start pro-
gramming from scratch. Therefore in this thesis, an extensible, open-source
simulation tool is developed aiming to be helpful for future research studies
in the area.

1.2 Background
To use the existing fibers efficiently, current optical mesh networks use Wave-
length Division Multiplexing (WDM) to accommodate different connections
in the same strand of fiber: Multiple connections are multiplexed on a single
fiber by transmitting on different wavelengths, which can be demultiplexed
again on the receiver’s side. DWDM implementations use a fixed frequency
grid defined by the ITU-T [2] with channel spacings of 12.5GHz, 25GHz,
50GHz or 100GHz. 50GHz or 100GHz are most commonly used [3], yield-
ing 80 or 40 channels in the conventional C-band, respectively. Note that the
spectrum of a single connection may not use the whole channel width, as a
guard band is necessary to avoid interference.

The modulation schemes available for use in such a channel have developed
from the classical 10Gbps On-Off Keying (OOK) to more complex modulation
schemes such as BPSK, QPSK and QAM. Additionally, the transmission rate
(TR) can be doubled by using polarization multiplexing, where the data is
transferred on two carriers with different polarization. In combination, this
has enabled the transition to 40Gbps and then 100Gbps. It is possible to use
connections with different line rates in different parts of a fiber’s spectrum
simultaneously in Mixed Line Rate (MLR) networks. This allows to use
less expensive and less power-consuming transceivers for slower connections,
while supporting fast connections where needed. Transmission rates of e.g.
400Gbps, 500Gbps or 1000Gbps are now also being considered, but will not
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Figure 1.1: Parts of Optical Cross Connects

fit in a single 50GHz WDM channel any more. A possible solution is to split
a connection into multiple slower links, but the guard band necessary between
adjacent channels would lead to spectrum being wasted. It is also possible to
combine multiple adjacent channels into a wideband superchannel[4]. There
remains, however, the fundamental problem that spectral bandwidth will be
wasted whenever a connection’s true bandwidth requirement is not a multiple
of 50GHz.

1.2.1 Transparent switching

The ability to switch signals in WDM networks completely in the optical
domain, without the Optical-Electrical-Optical (OEO) conversion that was
common in SONET/SDH networks, has helped reduce the power consumption
and equipment cost of network nodes. In completely transparent networks,
OEO conversion is only needed for signal restoration purposes on very long
links.

The key components of the Optical Cross Connects (OXCs) that form
the nodes of transparent networks are Wavelength Selective Switches (WSS,
see Figure 1.1a): WSS are switching arrays that can forward independent
combinations of wavelengths between one “common” port and a number of
ports on the other side. WSS are implemented using different technologies,
one example is Liquid Crystal on Silicon (LCoS). Further components are
power splitters and couplers and Arrayed Waveguide Gratings (AWGs) for
multiplexing and demultiplexing.

Currently, the most advanced implementation of OXCs in WDM networks
are Reconfigurable Optical Add-Drop Multiplexers with colorless, direction-
less and contentionless (CDC) features [6]: These devices can connect any
wavelength from any fiber to any other fiber or to local transceivers to add
or terminate a connection at the node (add/drop port). “Colorless” in this
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context means that any wavelength can be routed to any add/drop port,
whereas earlier implementations required reconnecting a transceiver to the
proper multiplexer port. “Directionless” means that any add/drop port can
be used to transmit/receive on any of the connected fibers. “Contention-
less” means that the same wavelength can be routed from fiber A to fiber
B and from C to D at the same time, without colliding in the cross con-
nect. Together, these features allow network operators to remotely configure
a ROADM to route any connection anywhere. This flexibility helps to make
better use of the available spectrum in the network and reduce the amount
of manual planning and provisioning work. Figure 1.1b shows a CD ROADM
with three fiber ports that can be interconnected directly (“express” ports)
and one add/drop port.

1.2.2 Elastic Optical Networks

To overcome the problem of inefficient spectrum usage in fixed-grid WDM
networks, a new technology has been splitting up the spectrum flexibly and
allocating exactly the needed spectrum for each connection. Spectrum-Sliced
Elastic Optical Path (SLICE) networks [7] achieve this by using a finer fre-
quency grid. A variable number of these frequency slots can then be allocated
to a connection, while different connections are separated by a number of
guardband slots [8]. The 2012 revision of ITU-T Recommendation G.694.1
[2] defines frequency slots by a center frequency on a 6.25GHz grid, with
a slot width granularity of 12.5GHz. Several channel multiplexing methods
have been proposed to implement SLICE, of which Orthogonal Frequency
Division Multiplexing (OFDM) has received much attention due to its high
spectrum efficiency and robustness against inter-symbol interference[9]. Us-
ing OFDM with a symbol rate of 12.5GBd, the spectrum can be utilized at
the granularity of the flexible ITU-T grid.

ROADMs that support the flexible grid have already been designed, as
well as different implementations of bandwidth-variable transceivers (BVTs)
with different limitations regarding supported modulation schemes, maximum
data rate and maximal number of subcarriers. An important improvement of
the BVT concept is the development of sliceable BVTs: Installing an expen-
sive BVT capable of e.g. 400Gbps to provision only one 10Gbps connection
is wasteful, so the ability to use one BVT for several lower-bandwidth con-
nections simultaneously is important to make the technology economically
justifiable.

1.2.3 Routing and Spectrum Assignment

When provisioning a connection in an EON, decisions need to be made regard-
ing the routing and the spectrum assignent, which depends on the required
bandwidth and the available spectral resources along the path. More pre-
cisely, solutions to the Routing and Spectrum Assignment (RSA) problem
are subject to the following constraints:
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1. Spectrum continuity: There is no spectrum conversion in a transpar-
ent network, so the same subcarriers need to be allocated on all links
in the path.

2. Spectrum contiguity: The subcarriers allocated to a connection need
to be adjacent in the spectrum.

3. Nonoverlapping spectrum use: A subcarrier on a link can only be
used for one connection at a time.

4. Limited spectrum: There is a finite number of subcarriers on each
link.

5. Guard bands: As with all real bandpass filters, WSS transfer func-
tions are not perfectly rectangular. This makes it necessary to separate
spectrally adjacent connections on each fiber by at least one unallocated
subcarrier to avoid interference.

The aim is to make provisioning decisions in a way that makes the most
efficient use of the network resources, e.g. by minimizing the number of
connection requests that cannot be serviced.

The RSA problem exists in a static variant, where a set of connection re-
quests is known in advance, and a dynamic variant, where connection requests
and terminations occur randomly over time. The static RMLSA problem is
shown to be NP-complete in [10]. Integer Linear Programming (ILP) formu-
lations have been proposed for different variants and optimization goals, but
since the computational effort quickly grows too large, these can generaly not
be applied to realistic problem instances. Instead, numerous algorithms have
been proposed (see chapter 2).

The dynamic problem cannot be solved optimally in the same way as the
static problem. The issue in this case is not computational complexity, but the
fact that the problem is only partially known when the first decision has to be
made: Future connection requests cannot be predicted. For this reason, there
is no “lower bound” that proposed algorithms could be compared to like the
ILP solutions in the static case. This bound will only be found experimentally
by observing diminishing returns as research on dynamic RMLSA strategies
continues.

1.2.4 Survivability

An important issue with optical fiber networks is the reliability of links. The
hardware in network nodes is, as all hardware devices, subject to aging and
random failures, but in practice much higher failure rates are seen in the op-
tical fibers that connect them. These are often laid in the ground close to the
surface and can be damaged by natural effects, construction work or copper
thieves mistaking them for electric cables [11]. Due to the high transmission
rates, fiber cuts can lead to massive losses of data. Different approaches exist
to avoid these incidents [12]. The simpler solution is restoration: For all af-
fected connections, the RMLSA problem is basically solved again when a link
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failure happens. Depending on the implementation, a part of the spectrum
may be kept free during normal operation to accommodate these connections.
The amount of reserved spectrum can be considerable depending on the guar-
antees made, but Bandwidth squeezing can be used to improve the spectral
efficiency: In case of a link failure, existing and restored connections can be
reduced to lower rates to accommodate all of them [13]. This scheme can be
further refined by introducing different service levels, guaranteeing either full
restoration, partial restoration or best-effort restoration.

The restoration approach comes at a low cost as long as no failure hap-
pens, but has the disadvantage of long computation and switching times and
the risk that some connections may not be restorable at all. For these reasons,
protection is the preferred approach in most scenarios. Connections are pro-
tected by allocating backup connections already at the time of provisioning,
so that in case of a link failure, all affected connections can be switched over
to a pre-calculated and reserved backup path with very short delays. There
are several protection methods that differ in the amount of network resource
overhead, the power consumption overhead, the kind of failure that can be
restored and the time needed for switching over [14].

The fundamental task of a protection scheme against single link failures
is to provide an alternative lightpath in the case that one of the fibers of
the primary path fails. One possible approach is to consider each of these
links individually and reserve, for each link, a backup path that connects
its start and end node, which is referred to as link protection. The other
option is to reserve only one backup path that connects the endpoints of the
whole connection and has no links in common with the primary path, which is
called path protection. A compromise between the two is segment protection,
where a set of backup paths that span arbitrary parts of the primary path is
reserved in a way that all single-link failures can be mitigated. Link protection
has the particular advantage that only the nodes adjacent to the failed link
need to act to switch over to the backup connection. This eliminates the
need for propagation of the failure information and allows short response
times. In a transparent optical network, however, link and segment protection
schemes require the backup connection to be allocated on the same subcarriers
as the primary connection due to the spectrum continuity constraint. This
restriction does not apply in the case of path protection: Primary and backup
paths connect the source and destination nodes independently and can use
different frequency slots, modulation schemes and spectral widths.

Protection schemes can also be categorized as either dedicated or shared.
Dedicated protection offers the highest level of reliability at the cost of 100%
spectral resource overhead by assigning a backup path with dedicated spectral
resources to each primary path. There are two variations of dedicated path
protection (DPP): In DPP 1+1, separate transceivers are used, so that both
connections are kept running at the same time. This variant has the highest
resource cost, but allows for very short recovery times. In DPP 1:1, only
one transceiver is used, which is switched over to the backup connection in
case of failure. Another alternative is shared protection: Backup resources
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(subcarriers in a fiber) can be assigned to multiple primary connections at
once, as long as can be excluded that more than one of them will need the
backup at the same time. In the single link failure scenario, this means
that connections that share backup resources may have no primary links in
common. Shared Path Protection (SPP) can thus achieve a considerably lower
spectral overhead at the cost of higher complexity and an additional risk for
backup collisions in case of a second link failure. In EONs, SPP is particularly
interesting because backup connections may even overlap partially with other
backup connections of different spectral width, allowing more flexibility and
possible gains in spectral efficiency.

These properties make SPP in EONs an interesting and viable solution.
For the RSA problem, the use of SPP introduces the need to find a second
path, subject to the following new constraints:

6. Link-disjointness: The primary and backup paths must not have any
edge in common, to ensure that no single failure can affect both paths.

7. Backup slot sharing: Contrary to constraint 3 (Nonoverlapping spec-
trum use), Backup connections may also use slots that are already used
by other backup connections, as long as the corresponding primary
paths are link-disjoint.

Finally, it should be noted that other approaches that do not entirely fit
into the categories explained above exist. In multipath provisioning, n active
primary paths are allocated such that any combination of n − 1 paths still
provides the requested data rate. Advantages are the low backup spectrum
overhead of 1

n−1 and the possibility to make use of narrower parts of free
spectrum, while the n guard bands and - if sliceable BVTs are not available - n
transceivers lead to some waste of spectrum, power and hardware. Protection
can also be provisioned only for a fraction of the primary data rate (partial
protection). This obviously reduces spectral overhead and may also allow
provisionings in cases where a full backup path would not be available. Partial
protection has also been proposed in combination with restoration efforts to
restore the full rate after an additional delay [15].

In this work, it is assumed that full protection of all traffic is required.
Only SPP using one primary and one backup path is considered for simplic-
ity reasons. It is, however, possible to adapt the proposed algorithm to a
multipath scenario or add partial protection in future work.

1.2.5 Distance adaptation

EONs allow choosing different modulation schemes and bandwidths for differ-
ent connections. Generally, modulation schemes that transfer more bits per
symbol and may thus need fewer subcarriers for the same total transmission
rate are also more sensitive to noise. Since the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of
connections in long-haul transparent networks is most affected by the fibers’
length (the attenuations and nonlinearities of fibers usually dominate those
of OXCs), it is reasonable to define a maximum useable path length for each
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modulation scheme, the optical reach. This relation of distance and spec-
tral width can be exploited to save spectral resources, especially for short
connections.

When distance-adaptive modulation is implemented, choosing the best
modulation scheme for a given new connection request becomes part of the
RSA problem. The modulation level assignment requires knowledge of the
path length and determines the required spectral width of a connection, so for
any route candidate, it must be considered between the routing and spectrum
assignment steps. For this reason, the problem is referred to as RMLSA
(routing, modulation level and spectrum assignment). Formally, RMLSA has
two more constraints than the RSA problem:

8. Optical reach: The optical reach of the chosen modulation level must
be greater than the length of the path.

9. Connection capacity: The chosen modulation level’s transmission
rate, multiplied by the number of subcarriers allocated for the connec-
tion, must not be less than the requested rate. This ensures sufficient ca-
pacity on the primary path and full protection capability on the backup
path.

It should be noted that another relation between a connection’s path and
its spectral width exists: Routing a connection through a number of OXCs
means passing the signal through a number of band-pass filters. As a result,
the passband of the combined filter shrinks with an increasing number of cross
connects on the path[16], making it necessary to allocate additional guard
band slots for high hop-count connections. However, no previous work on the
dynamic RMLSA problem has been found that considers this effect, making
it difficult to compare the performance of a newly developed algorithm with
previous results if it includes dynamic guard bands. Instead, different static
numbers of guard bands ranging from 0 to 2 are commonly assumed, showing
that the properties of future EON components are still unclear in details like
this. For these reasons, the effect is not considered in this work.

1.2.6 Fragmentation issues

The continuous addition and removal of connections with different band-
widths over time leads to fragmentation of a link’s spectrum, similar to the
well-studied fragmentation of computer memory or file systems. In the case
of transparent EONs, however, there are two constraints that cause different
kinds of fragmentation: The spectrum contiguity constraint causes fragmenta-
tion within the spectrum of a single fiber, which is also referred to as vertical
fragmentation. The spectrum continuity constraint causes horizontal frag-
mentation[17]: Free frequency slots on a link can become unusable when the
same slots are in use on most of the adjacent links.

One possible solution is using defragmentation, i.e. rearranging the spec-
trum assignment of existing connections to reduce the fragmentation. Algo-
rithms have been proposed to do this either reactively whenever a network-
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wide fragmentation metric exceeds a certain threshold or proactively at reg-
ular time intervals, i.e. after every nth provisioning[18]. Generally, this leads
to short traffic interruptions during the defragmentation which may be unac-
ceptable. There are, however, ways to avoid this such as “make before break”:
The new connection may be established before tearing down the old one, but
this requires a spare set of suitable transponders. When there is no other
connection in a path’s spectrum between the old and the new spectral posi-
tion of a connection, it is also possible to do push-pull defragmentation[19]:
The OXC’s filter windows are widened to cover both the current and the new
frequency slots, then the transponders are progressively tuned to the new
frequency, moving the connection along the spectrum, and finally the filter
windows are shrunk to the new frequency slots. Finally, it is also possible to
modulate certain connections to different frequencies at intermediate nodes
using e.g. four-wave mixing[20]. This effectively relaxes the spectrum conti-
nuity constraint, but comes at the cost of additional hardware components,
power consumption and control overhead. Aside from defragmenting a whole
network by changing the existing connections, a less invasive approach is to
consider fragmentation when provisioning new connections in a dynamic RSA
scenario by defining a fragmentation-aware provisioning strategy. Because fu-
ture connection requests cannot be predicted and existing connections cannot
be changed, such an algorithm will not achieve minimal fragmentation as a
complete defragmentation would. It can, however, avoid making decisions
that would unnecessarily increase fragmentation and, consequently, blocking
probability.

1.3 Contributions and Outline
A comprehensive literature survey on survivable RMLSA, both in the static
and dynamic variant, is presented in chapter 2. The chapter contains a tab-
ular summary of different algorithms as well as a critical discussion of their
advantages and differences. The literature presentation serves to illustrate
aspects of RMLSA and is used to identify the most suitable existing ideas
that can be combined and extended to form a new algorithm. In this work, a
path search algorithm that considers pairs of primary and backup candidates
together is applied in the context of SPP for the first time. To select one of
these pairs, a hybrid cost metric comprising multiple cost metrics from the
literature is developed which implements the concepts of separating primary
and backup connections in the spectrum, of maximizing the use of shared
backup spectrum and of minimizing vertical and horizontal fragmentation.
The fragmentation-aware cost metrics have been adapted and are used in
a scenario with path protection for the first time. The routing algorithm,
the individual cost metrics and two variants of the hybrid cost metric are
presented in detail in chapter 3.

A method for finding optimal weight values for the hybrid cost metric
and evaluating the new algorithm’s performance is presented in chapter 4.
The performance metrics, network models and simulation parameters used
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to evaluate the new algorithm are defined. Further, a literature reference
algorithm is selected that the results are compared against.

The simulation results are presented in chapter 5, showing the effects
of the different parts of the new algorithm and the overall improvements
compared to the reference algorithm.

The results are analyzed, discussed and conclusions are drawn in chapter 6.
The section ends with suggestions for future research and improvements.

More detailed data from the parameter space exploration experiments
explained in chapter 4 is presented in Appendix A.

In Appendix B, the simulation software’s architecture and interface is
described in detail to help the interested reader understand and extend the
program code.



CHAPTER2
Related work

Among the topics presented in section 1.2, the survivable RSA algorithms
deserve a more detailed analysis. A number of algorithms have already been
proposed that differ in the problem formulation, the algorithmic structure
and the decision criteria, offering insights into the effects on a network and
providing ideas that can be incorporated in a new solution. Works on the
dynamic as well as on the static traffic scenarios are presented in section 2.1,
since in many cases ideas from works on static RSA can be transferred to the
dynamic case.

Another section is dedicated to power consumption metrics: Due to the
novelty of the technology, the exact power consumption and power saving
capabilities of real hardware is not yet known. The assumptions made and
models proposed by other authors are presented in section 2.2.

The chapter concludes with an overview of the assumptions and simulation
parameters that have been used by other authors.

The interested reader can find further literature studies with the different
scopes of Survivability techniques in optical networks [12], spectrum man-
agement in EONs [21], technical implementations of EONs [9] and survivable
RSA algorithms [22] in recently published works.

2.1 Survivable RSA algorithms

As presented in [12, 21, 9, 22], many survivable RSA algorithms have been
proposed in recent years. The different solutions can be categorized in mul-
tiple ways. First, there is a difference between the static and dynamic RSA
problem: Static solutions assume a complete list of connection requests to be
given that will not change over time. Thus, static algorithms run only once
and aim to produce an optimal assignment of routes and spectrum resources
to the demands. In the dynamic formulation of the RSA problem, however,
traffic requests arrive sequentially over time and can also terminate after some
time. Future arrivals and terminations cannot be predicted, making globally
optimal decisions impossible. A dynamic RSA algorithm consequently han-
dles connection requests as they arrive given the current network state and

11
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aims to provision connection arrivals as efficiently as possible.
Due to these differences, static and dynamic RSA are distinct problems.

Indeed, publications on static RSA often propose single ILP formulations for
the whole problem that cannot be adapted to the dynamic case. Since the
RSA problem is NP complete, these ILPs can only efficiently be solved for
very small problem instances. For this reason, heuristic solutions are usually
proposed. The common pattern for these static RSA heuristic algorithms is
to sort the list of requests according to some criteria and then process them
one-by-one by an algorithm that could just as well be applied on a dynamic
problem (see Table 2.1). This makes static solutions worth considering even if
the focus of this work is on the dynamic RSA problem. It should, however, be
kept in mind that in a dynamic scenario, connections arrive and also terminate
over time. This leads to increased fragmentation of spectral resources that is
not accounted for when applying a static algorithm without change.

2.1.1 Solving RSA by Auxiliary Graphs

Algorithms can also be differentiated by their structure: Typically, the prob-
lem is split up into a path search and a spectrum assignment part (RML+SA).
It is, however, also possible to make both decisions at the same time by solving
a path search problem in an auxiliary graph that includes the spectrum usage
information. This approach is taken by [24] and [41]. The auxiliary graph
contains one subgraph per frequency slot index. Each subgraph resembles the
network topology, but contains edges only where the requested number of fre-
quency slots is available starting at that slot index in the corresponding link.
In [41], one more subgraph is added that represents existing lightpaths that
can be used for grooming. The source and destination nodes of each subgraph
are then connected to common source and destination nodes, and by using a
path search algorithm such as k-shortest or Suurballe’s algorithm, a solution
for the RSA problem can be found in one step. By assigning weights to the
edges, the algorithm can be modified to consider different optimization goals.
A similar approach is presented in [46]: The whole auxiliary graph is not
constructed at once, but iteratively for each wavelength and the optimum of
all iterations is then chosen. This optimization is possible because this work
does not consider survivability. When two link-disjoint connections that may
be on different frequency slots need to be found and the decisions can affect
each other, e.g. when using a shortest-cycle search, then the whole graph
must be known at once.

The common advantage of the auxiliary graph approaches is that no pos-
sible lightpath is excluded from the search space: Unlike algorithms that
e.g. search only the spectrum of the k shortest paths, if there is any path
with enough free frequency slots, it can be found in the auxiliary graph. A
disadvantage of auxiliary graphs is the complexity: The size of the network
graph is multiplied by the number of frequency slots, making a path search
much more costly than searching directly in the network graph. It is also
worth noting that the auxiliary graph will be different depending on the re-
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Table 2.1: Related work: Static survivable RSA
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[23] In rings:
DPP/SPP;
Mesh: none

y n R: ↑ band-
width; SA: ↓
path length

shortest path first fit

[24] DPP n n undefined Suurballe in
aux graph, k
solutions on k
frequencies

min total
route length

Conservative
DPP

[25] DPP/SPP y n largest num-
ber of links in
shortest cycle
first

k-shortest cy-
cles

lowest max
congestion in
on-cycle links

limited num-
ber of sharers

[26] SPP n n largest num-
ber of links in
shortest path
first

Primary: k-
sh, Backup:
Dijkstra

min number
of newly
allocated slots

Path re-
location:
Reprovision
to free some
fibers

[15] DPP/SPP
/none +R

n R MILP: maximize total recovered
bitrate in case of any link failure

partial pro-
tection,
restoration

[27] DPP y n highest TR
req first

k-shortest
path, sepa-
rately for pri-
mary/backup

min energy
metric

adapts bkp
rate to hourly
traffic varia-
tion

[28] DPP/SPP n n MILP: minimize reserved backup
capacity + highest used slot index

[29] DPP n n determined
by genetic
algorithm

k precom-
puted paths

lowest first
subcarrier

SC DPP; ex-
tended to DC
in [30]

[31] DPP/SPP
/none

y n ↓ TR req.,
↓ protection
class

k2 shortest
pairs, power
metric

first fit [32]

[33] SPP n n Group by TR
req., then
↑slot idx

k precomp.
path pairs per
(s,d). SA, JA.

lowest slot idx
among candi-
date paths

Compares
different de-
mand sortings

[34] MP y y Largest De-
mand First,
Longest Path
First

precomputed
link-disjoint
paths, select
subset with
min spectrum
consumption

first fit Rerouting
to reduce
spectrum use
in highly used
paths

[35] DPP/SPP y n highest rate
req first

DPP: k2-sh,
select by
power metric;
SPP: simulate
link failures
to generate
set of backup
paths

first fit

Legend: Dist.-ad. = distance-adaptive modulation. R = Restoration.
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Table 2.2: Related work: Dynamic survivable RSA
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[36] SPP +R n n Dijkstra;
weight=Distance
and link spectrum
usage

first fit, random fit Traffic Aware
Restoration

[37] SPP n n k-shortest path,
separately for
primary/backup

first fit Comparison
of conserva-
tive/aggressive
SPP

[38] Hamiltonian
cycle prot.
+R

n n backup slots al-
ways on cycle

unclear bandwidth
squeezed / partial
restoration

[39] DPP/SPP n n Dijkstra, dynamic
cost based on cor-
related risk

first fit, limited
sharing

Decreases
dropped traf-
fic in case of
multi-link failures.

[40] SPP n n Primary: short-
est; Backup: k-
shortest

Primary: FF;
Backup: min free
link-spectrum use

Additionally lim-
its joint failure
probability of
primary/backup

[41] SPP n n k-shortest in aux
graph, weights:
freq slot index,
length in hops

First-fit primary,
Last-fit Backup

[42] DPP n n Primary: short-
est; Backup: k-
shortest, select ac-
cording to joint
failure prob.

first fit in reserved
part of spectrum
based on band-
width required

[43] SPP y n k-shortest path,
separately for
primary/backup

Primary: FF;
Backup: LF +
spectral width

[44] MP n y precomputed link-
disjoint paths, se-
lect subset that
leads to least spec-
trum consumption

best fit

[45] p-cycle n n ILP precom-
puted p-cycles;
k-shortest for
working paths

first fit

Legend: Dist.-ad. = distance-adaptive modulation. R = Restoration.
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quested bandwidth. This makes it necessary to either recompute the graph
for each request or keep multiple versions in memory, increasing complexity.
More importantly though, this property means that auxiliary graphs cannot
be combined with distance adaptivity since generating the auxiliary graph
requires knowledge of the required number of frequency slots beforehand,
independent of the path.

2.1.2 Routing Strategies for RSA Considering Two Steps

The majority of RSA algorithms work on the original network graph. They
compute some set of candidate paths and search the spectrum available on
these paths for feasible allocations. There are, however, many possibilities to
define a candidate path set (routing), and spectrum allocation policy (spec-
trum assignment).

The simplest approach to routing is computing the shortest path in the
network graph using e.g. Dijkstra’s algorithm. As edge weights, the physical
distance is often used to obtain short paths with good SNR, but other met-
rics such as the relative spectrum usage [36] or link failure risk [39] are also
possible. To support path protection, a second path which is link-disjoint
with the primary path is needed. This can be done by calculating a shortest
cycle in the network using Suurballe’ algorithm, thereby minimizing the sum
of primary and backup length. Since the backup path is less likely to be used,
however, minimizing the primary path length may be more important. For
this reason, it may be a better choice to compute the primary path first, then
prune it from the graph (setting its edge weights to infinity) and running
Dijkstra’s algorithm again. This will yield the shortest possible primary path
at the cost of a longer backup path.

The important shortcoming of the algorithms that compute single short-
est paths using the Dijkstra or Suurballe algorithms is that the network’s
spectrum availability cannot be expressed as a real-valued edge weight. Due
to the spectrum continuity constraint, a path may not be able to accommo-
date a given connecton even though each single link has enough available
spectrum, and when a computed shortest path cannot accommodate a con-
nection, there may still be longer paths where this is indeed possible. For
these reasons, many algorithms calculate a set of k-shortest candidate paths
using Yen’s algorithm [47] and evaluate their spectrum to decide for one of
them. Possible variations include computing k-shortest paths only for the
primary connection but using Dijkstra’s algorithm for the backup [26] or vice
versa [42] and computing k-shortest cycles [25].

The use of k-shortest path search to generate primary and backup can-
didates still does not fully describe a routing algorithm; the solutions in the
literature differ in subtle but important details. Most algorithms search pri-
mary paths first, decide for one of them and assign spectrum, and only then
compute a set of backup paths to evaluate [27, 37, 43]. Other algorithms
compute k primary paths and, for each of those, k backup paths, yielding k2

combinations to evaluate [31, 35]. In addition, some algorithms terminate as
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soon as a feasible assignment is found, relying only on their order of evalua-
tion to find a “good” assignment first, while others evaluate all paths before
selecting the best according to some cost metric. The “FF” vs. the “MFSB”
and “PF-MBL” algorithms in [43] are examples of this difference. In the
static case, it is even possible to first provision all primary connections before
routing the backup paths [33]. All these algorithm design decisions influence
the number of candidate provisionings that an algorithm considers, and thus
affect the achievable quality of the decisions as well as the complexity and
simulation speed.

2.1.3 Spectrum Assignment

Besides routing, spectrum assignment is the other important part of the
RMLSA problem that also offers a wide design space for algorithms. Some
solutions for the dynamic traffic scenario are presented in the following.

In [40], three policies for shared-path backup spectrum assignment called
Common Shared Spectrum Block (CSSB), Maximum Shared Spectrum Block
(MSSB) and Minimum Free Spectrum Block (MFSB) are considered. Primary
paths are always provisioned using a “first-fit on shortest path” policy. CSSB
applies the same simple “first-fit on shortest path” policy that does not con-
sider any alternatives for the backup connection and is used as a reference
algorithm. MSSB considers all paths with the minimum number of links and
selects the path and spectrum block with the highest number of already re-
served backup slots, arguably because using them is “less bad” than using
free slots. This approach directly maximizes the use of shared slots and thus
increases shareability, but has some drawbacks: The authors have to limit
the path set to those with the minimum number of links because otherwise
the algorithm would unreasonably prefer paths with more links. If distance
adaptivity were added, the algorithm would also tend to prefer longer links
because a wider bandwidth leads to more (shared) slots being used. In this
regard, MFSB is a more appropriate optimization goal: MFSB which consid-
ers all k shortest paths and selects the path and spectrum block where the
lowest number of free slots will be used. MFSB has been shown to outperform
CSSB and MSSB in terms of blocking probability and spectrum consumption.
The idea behind MFSB is used in this study, therefore it is explained in more
detail in section 3.4 and Figure 3.2.

While provisioning connections in a dynamic traffic scenario, one impor-
tant problem to consider is fragmentation. To keep vertical fragmentation, i.e.
the fragmentation of spectral resources on a single link into small discontinu-
ous blocks, low, one measure is to reserve spectral resources for certain kinds
of connections. In [42], both primary and backup connections are divided
based on the number of frequency slots they use and are correspondingly as-
signed a preferred spectral region. As an example, powers of 2 are assigned
from the left of the spectrum (first-fit), while multiples of 5 are assigned from
the right. This increases the chances of fitting a new connection exactly in
a gap left by previous connections and thus reduces fragmentation, but is
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difficult to generalize: When arbitrary bandwidth connections need to be
provisioned, one group would be needed for each prime factor that can oc-
cur. Reserving spectrum for more than two groups, however, requires having
a good estimate of how much spectrum each group will need in any given
fiber. In practice, spectrum would often be wasted because some groups are
underused while others are full.

There is another option in shared-path protection scenarios for categoriz-
ing connections to maintain some “order” in the spectrum: Assigning primary
connections from one end of the spectrum and backup connections from the
other. This first-fit/last-fit approach is useful to maintain high shareabil-
ity, since backup connections can overlap partly with different other backup
connections, but not with primary ones. It has been applied in [43, 41].

Another SA strategy to reduce fragmentation is called best-fit. In [44],
a multipath RSA algorithm with partial protection implements this strategy
by selecting the smallest available block that is large enough to accommodate
the connection and achieves significantly lower blocking rates than a single-
path first-fit algorithm. In [43], best-fit is tested for the primary path in
a single-path SPP scheme, but is compared to a more sophisticated first-
fit/last-fit algorithm. However this approach increases fragmentation and
blocking probability because it allows mixing of primary and backup parts in
the spectrum.

A combined cost metric that addresses horizontal and vertical fragmen-
tation has been proposed in [48]. The authors define “Spectrum cuts” and
“Misalignment” metrics that model the two kinds of fragmentation in a sim-
plified way. These metrics are explained in more detail in section 3.3, since
the idea is integrated into the hybrid cost metric proposed in this study. The
cost metrics introduced in this work are interesting because they model the
two different kinds of fragmentation in EONs in a way that is relatively easy
to compute, and can be integrated with other cost metrics. Unfortunately, the
authors do not experiment with the relative weights of the individual metrics
and do not address survivability . A similar approach of fragmentation-aware
provisioning that is appliccable to a shared-path protected scheme has not
yet been published.

The fundamental issue that every provisioning reduces the possibilities to
accommodate certain future connection requests is only approximately ad-
dressed by metrics like the “cut” metric, since only the links on the path are
taken into consideration. The “misalignment” metric goes a step further by
considering links adjacent to the nodes on the path. Consequently, an even
more sophisticated algorithm can take all links in the network into consid-
eration. One may for example consider that routing a connection through
a “bottleneck” link that is needed for relatively many other paths should be
avoided, especially when the spectrum assignment would reserve “precious”
parts of the spectrum that are the only available option on some other paths.
This observation is the basis for the minimum slot-capacity loss algorithm
proposed in [49]. It evaluates candidate routes and spectrum assignments by
considering all other paths that have at least one link in common with the
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candidate and determining the amount of free spectrum that would become
unavailable on these paths due to the new provisioning. This value is referred
to as the loss of capacity and is minimized by the algorithm. It is an inter-
esting implementation of the idea to take collisions with future provisionings
into account and serves to illustrate this aspect of the RMLSA problem. On
the other hand, as the set of considered paths is large, it also incurs higher
complexity. Since the authors did not yet consider survivability in this work,
adapting the algorithm to include shared path protection would increase the
complexity further.

An interesting further question that is not addressed by typical path pro-
tection implementations is what will happen in case of multi-link failures. A
failure of two links may affect the primary and backup paths of some con-
nections simultaneously or, in case of shared protection, may affect multiple
primary connections that share a backup link, leading to connections being
dropped. An approach used in [39, 40, 42] is to assign a failure probability
value to each link and, assuming that failures are independent, compute the
joint failure probabilities of primary/backup path pairs. This can then be
used to select one solution from a set of candidates [42] or exclude solutions
with a failure probability above a certain limit [40]. To limit the probability
of multiple connections getting in conflict over a backup resource, the number
of sharers of a backup slot can also be limited [40, 25]. All these measures
help to minimize the potential damage of multi-link failures, but come at the
cost of reduced spectral efficiency by forbidding some solutions that might
otherwise be optimal.

Finally, multipath provisioning shall be mentioned as a further, more com-
plex, but also more flexible way of providing survivability. This class of provi-
sioning schemes uses more than two paths, splitting the traffic over multiple
paths. This reduces the consequences of a single-link failure to only partial
traffic interruptions. It also increases the chance of finding a feasible spectrum
allocation, since multiple lower-bandwidth connections are easier to provision
than one wide connection when the spectrum is fragmented. This flexibility
comes at the cost of a higher complexity in routing and of additional spectrum
overhead due to guard bands. For the static problem, an ILP formulation and
a 3-step algorithm are presented in [34]. Beyond the routing and spectrum
assignment steps, this algorithm includes a rerouting step to reduce spectrum
usage in highly used paths. The algorithm provides partial protection by pro-
visioning n equal-capacity link-disjoint paths in a way that n − 1 paths can
still provide the guaranteed bandwidth. This multipath provisioning leads
to the following tradeoff: As n is increased, the required overprovisioning
overhead decreases, but additional guard bands and increasingly long paths
eventually lead to a higher spectrum usage. Finally, the nodal degree of the
source and sink nodes is an upper bound for n. The algorithm selects a so-
lution with a minimal number of required subcarriers. A dynamic RMLSA
algorithm that similarly provides partial protection using either two or three
paths is presented in[44].
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2.1.4 Traffic Grooming and time-varying traffic

A problem in optical networks that is reduced, but not completely eliminated
under the elastic paradigm is that connections are provisioned with a certain
data rate chosen from a discrete set of available rates that cannot easily be
changed later. Provisioning a second connection to support additional traffic
later on is generally possible, but leads to spectrum waste because of the guard
band requirement. Network traffic, however, is typically not constant, but
fluctuates with a 24-hour period and possibly a different pattern on weekends.
For example, enterprise customers may have a high bandwidth need during
working hours or demand peak bandwidth only for a short time for a nightly
off-site backup, and an IPTV streaming network may experience the highest
demand in the evening hours. In addition, very low data-rate connections
for e.g. monitoring and signalling purposes may be needed for which a whole
frequency slot plus guard bands would be a large waste of spectrum. These
traffic patterns can be addressed with grooming techniques, where multiple
connections are multiplexed into the same lightpath to use it as efficiently
as possible. Grooming can happen on different layers of the network stack
ranging from the network layer (e.g. by using IP routing tables) to the optical
layer (using BVTs that support multiple connections without guard bands in
between, as long as all connections are terminated by the same BVT), offering
different trade-offs of granularity, protocol overhead, switching time, energy
efficiency and other factors. When grooming is done on the optical layer,
it requires either the availability of spare capacity in existing connections or
the possibility to “widen” lightpaths dynamically to use more frequency slots.
In that case, it may also be necessary move connections to different center
frequencies to accommodate them. Doing this without traffic interruptions is
a task similar to the reactive defragmentation described in subsection 1.2.6.

2.1.5 Energy considerations

Given the projected growth of internet traffic, the power consumption of
transport networks is an important concern, for both economic and environ-
mental reasons. The continuous development of network technology offers
the chance to improve energy efficiency and thereby reduce the growth of
the power consumption compared to the traffic growth. Transparent EONs
themselves are an important step in this regard, as a comparison of EON and
WDM energy efficiency[50] shows. However, the energy efficiency of EONs
can further be influenced by the provisioning strategy, so that research on
RMLSA algorithms also needs to consider this goal to achieve optimal effi-
ciency.

One fundamental question in this regard is whether spectrum efficiency
and energy efficiency are distinct optimization goals: For the traffic-independent
idle power consumption, optimizing for spectrum efficiency so that a maxi-
mum of connections can be serviced will obviously also lead to the lowest
energy per bit; for the power consumption that grows linearly with data rate,
the provisioning algorithm will have no effect. Consequently, nonlinear com-
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ponents of the network’s power consumption are of most interest. For exam-
ple, higher modulation levels require underproportional power with respect to
the data rate (see section 2.2), which may be a reason for a distance-adaptive
algorithm to prefer shorter paths even more than it already would for spec-
trum efficiency reasons. Transmitters also draw a certain amount of power
per active device in addition to a data rate-dependent component, so traffic
grooming may help improve efficiency.

Amplifiers may be put into sleep mode when a link is not in use, so power
may be saved by concentrating connections in few fibers while keeping others
unused. This option is especially interesting because it can conflict with
the aims to use short paths (how much of a “detour” is acceptable to avoid
bringing up a new link?) and to balance that load so that all fibers are able
to accommodate new connections. On the other hand, this issue exists only
in low-load conditions: As soon as each link carries at least one connection,
no energy can be saved with this method.

It should also be noted that all power consumption models that are cur-
rently found in the literature (see section 2.2) rely on assumptions and pre-
dictions based on older technologies and offer little detail about e.g. the
conditions under which certain components might support sleep modes.

2.2 A power consumption model

To determine the effects of RMLSA decisions on power consumption, a model
of the power consumption contributions of the different network components
is needed. One such model has been used with slight variations in many
publications ([51, 52, 50, 27, 53, 14]):

• Transceivers consume power as a function of the modulation level and
number of subcarriers: PBVT = w · (15.625W ·m+ 31.5W). The mod-
ulation level m is given in bits ber symbol and ranges from 1 for BPSK
to 6 for 64QAM.

• Amplifiers consume 30W per directed fiber plus an overhead of 140W
per amplifier location. It is assumed that there are at least two am-
plifiers on each fiber, plus an additional one for every full 80 km of
fiber length. Amplifiers may be switched into a power-save mode when
a fiber is completely unused, reducing their power consumption to a
small amount that is neglected in this model.

• Optical Cross Connects consume power depending on their nodal degree
N plus a constant overhead: POXC(v) = N(v) · 85W + 150W.

As a cost metric for dynamic RMLSA decisions, the power consumption
of the transmitter(s) used for provisioning the new connection and a fraction
of the power consumption of all other components on the path, determined
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by the relative spectrum consumption, is used in [52]:

P (p) = PBVT + w

Ns
·

∑
e∈p

PEDFA(e) +
∑

v∈source_nodes(p)
POXC(v)

 (2.1)

The only contributions to power consumption in this model that change de-
pending on RMLSA decisions are those of the transponders and - in case
a previously unused fiber is activated - those of EDFAs. Thus, the ways
for an RMLSA algorithm to save power are to find short routes that allow
higher modulation formats and to prefer routes through already used fibers
over activating new ones. Sharing backup spectrum, on the other hand, only
increases spectral efficiency and may thus help to distribute the static power
consumption over more traffic, but does not influence the power consumption
directly [53].

2.3 Simulation parameters
All presented publications that propose new dynamic RMLSA algorithms
employ network simulations to evaluate the algorithm’s performance. Graph
models of different real networks as well as artificial, regular patterns like grids
or random graphs are used. The arrival and termination of traffic requests
are generally modeled as poisson processes.

Other parameters, however, are chosen differently by different authors.
As the total number of available frequency slots per link, values between 100
and 400 have been assumed, which can be explained with uncertainty about
the capabilities of future EON hardware. The number of frequency slots to
reserve as guard bands varies between 0 and 2, and for algorithms employing
k-shortest path search, k values between 1 and 5 have been used. In [40],
results are presented for guard bands of 1 and 2 slots and for k values of 4
and 5, respectively. The data based on the 14-node NSFNET network shows
that the performance difference between k = 4 and k = 5 is low. Increasing k
beyond that value can thus be expected to give diminishing returns. Changing
the number of guard band slots from 1 to 2 gives very similar results that
lead to the same qualitative conclusions about the relative performance of the
algorithms, only with a shift in the absolute values of blocking probability or
spectrum consumption.
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CHAPTER3
The k2 hybrid algorithm

This section introduces a new RMLSA algorithm that is proposed and eval-
uated in this work. The “K-squared hybrid” algorithm consists of two parts:

• A routing algorithm that, unlike existing algorithms for dynamic SPP
RSA, considers k2 pairs of primary and backup paths (see section 3.1)
and

• a hybrid cost function that combines cost functions from the literature.

The cost function defines the algorithm’s whole provisioning behavior and
offers a wide design space. As explained in section 1.2, there are different
objectives in EONs with shared path protection that may be formulated as
a cost function, e.g. maximizing sharability and minimizing different kinds
of fragmentation. To achieve an improvement over algorithms that use single
cost functions, a combined cost function should consequently cover a broader
range of these aspects. Consequently, four functions have been chosen that
cover spectrum separation (see section 3.2), fragmentation (see section 3.3)
and shareability (see section 3.4).

These functions are combined to a single hybrid cost function in two
different ways as described in section 3.5.

3.1 k2-shortest-paths routing

As presented in section 2.1, most RSA algorithms to date compute the pri-
mary and backup paths separately, deciding the primary allocation before
considering backup options. However, in [35], a joint consideration of pri-
mary and backup to minimize a power cost function is introduced for the
static DPP case. This approach better addresses the fact that the choice of
the primary path affects the set of possible backup paths, making it interest-
ing to also try it in a dynamic SPP scenario. Another important property
of the “K-squared hybrid” algorithm proposed in this work is that the whole
spectrum in all candidates is searched. This differs from other algorithms
that stop searching as soon as the first feasible solution is found, thereby
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implicitly preferring options that are found earlier. The full search, while
admittedly more computationally intensive, has the advantage that the pro-
visioning behavior can be completely defined in a cost function, making the
routing algorithm more general.

The algorithm is presented in Algorithm 1. It starts by initializing vari-
ables in lines 1 and 2 that will always hold the best result found so far. Then,
a set of k-shortest paths through the network graph is computed in line 3 and
iterated over. The candidate path’s physical length is enough information
to determine the modulation scheme and, given the requested data rate, the
number of spectrum slots needed for the connection. This is done in line 4.
The (first) spectrum slot to use is determined in line 5 by evaluating the cost
function for each possible first slot and using the slot index that yields the
lowest cost. If multiple lowest-cost solutions exist, the one with the lowest
slot index is used. In a real implementation, the search starts from the lowest
slot index and may be terminated as soon as the spectrum separation cost
function (see section 3.2) alone is larger than the best cost found so far.

As soon as the primary spectrum is decided, the same process is repeated
for the backup. Note that the loop in line 7 is inside the outer loop in line 3.
Since each loop iterates over k candidate paths, k2 path pairs are considered
by the algorithm. The backup candidate paths are computed in line 7 as a
set of k-shortest paths that are link-disjoint to the primary candidate pp. The
modulation and spectrum width is then computed in line 8 in the same way
as for the primary path. Note that the backup path may have a different
physical length that may lead to a different modulation scheme. In line 9,
the starting slot index for the backup path is determined by choosing the
one with the lowest cost. In contrast to the primary spectrum assignment,
if multiple lowest-cost solutions exist, the one with the highest slot index is
used. The lines 11-14 are executed for all k2 candidate path pairs so that
finally, the solution with the lowest total cost is stored in the result variable,
which is returned in line 17 after the outer loop terminates.

As can be seen, the cost function is split into separate terms for primary
and backup: This optimization avoids having to scan the primary spectrum
again for each backup candidate. Also note that for brevity, the spectrum
availability checking has been omitted. Readers may assume that for infea-
sible spectrum allocations, the cost functions return infinity. If no feasible
allocations are found on any path pair, the algorithm would consequently
return ∅, corresponding to blocking the request.

3.2 Separation of primary and backup spectrum by
a cost function

In [22], it was shown that separating primary and backup connections by
allocating them on different ends of the spectrum is generally helpful and that
this concept alone already leads to good blocking performance. Consequently,
we define a cost function based on the distance of a connection’s spectrum
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Algorithm 1 K-Squared hybrid RMLSA algorithm
Input: Graph G, source/destination nodes s, d, Data rate request r
Output: Provisioning consisting of path p, first spectrum slot s, spectral

width w and modulation m; for primary (subscript p) and backup (sub-
script b), respectively.

1: c :=∞
2: result := ∅
3: for all pp ∈ kshortest(G, s, d) do
4: (mp, wp) := calcModulation(pp, r)
5: sp := min (arg mins costp(pp, s, s+ wp,mp))
6: cp := costp(pp, sp, sp + wp,mp)
7: for all pb ∈ kshortest_disjoint(G, s, d, p) do
8: (mb, wb) := calcModulation(pb, r)
9: sb := max (arg mins costb(pb, s, s+ wb,mb))

10: cb := costb(pb, sb, sb + wb,mb)
11: if cp + cb < c then
12: copt := cp + cb

13: result := (pp, sp, wp,mp, pb, sb, wb,mb)
14: end if
15: end for
16: end for
17: return result

from the corresponding spectrum end - from the lowest frequency slot for
primary connections and from the highest slot for backups:

csep,p(p, s, w) = s (3.1)
csep,b(p, s, w) = (Ns − w − s) (3.2)

In the following, this part of the hybrid cost function will be referred to as
the “Separation” cost function.

3.3 Fragmentation-aware cost function

Two cost functions that model the effects of horizontal and vertical fragmen-
tation, are suitable for dynamic RMLSA algorithms and relatively easy to
compute have been proposed in [48] in an unprotected traffic context.

The first function expresses the principle that assigning new frequency
slots directly next to already used slots is better in terms of vertical frag-
mentation than assigning in the middle of a larger free block, leaving small
fragments on both sides. This latter case is referred to as a spectrum “cut”.
When evaluating candidate routes and spectrum assignments, the number of
links where a “cut” would happen is counted, yielding a cut penalty value for
each candidate. The function is explained in Figure 3.1b: Assuming a request
for a connection with a width of 1 slot from node A to E, the paths A-B-C-E,
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Figure 3.1: Illustration of the fragmentation cost function proposed in [48]

A-B-D-E, A-D-E and A-B-C-F-E are available. For each path, multiple spec-
trum assignments are possible, indicated by the dashed arrows. For each of
these options, the number of “Cuts”, marked in red, is counted and an option
with a minimal cut count is chosen, e.g. slot 8 on the path A-D-E (encircled
in green). A cost function that determines the number of spectrum cuts on
a candidate connection is given in Equation 3.3. For each edge on the path,
the result increases by one iff both the neighboring slots on the left and on
the right of the spectrum block to be allocated are free.

The second function is intended to reduce horizontal fragmentation. It
considers the spectrum availability on all adjacent links of the nodes along
the path and counts the number of free slots in the spectrum range that is to
be provisioned. On these slots, a continuous connection through an on-path
link and an adjacent link would be possible, and provisioning the candidate
connection means losing this possibility. Thus, the number of free slots within
that range on adjacent links determines the “misalignment factor increase”.
In Figure 3.1c, the principle is explained with the example of path A-D-E and
slot 8. For the nodes A, D and E, the adjacent links A-B, D-B, E-C and E-F
are considered. On three of these links, slot 8 is still free - by provisioning our
candidate connection, we would lose the possibility to use that slot for e.g.
a future B-A-D connection. Consequently, the misalignment factor increase
cost is 3. A formulation of this principle as a cost function for a candidate
connection is given in Equation 3.4.

Cuts(p, s, w)

=


0 if s = 0 ∨ s+ w = Ns∑
e∈p

(1−Ap(e)(s− 1)) · (1−Ap(e)(s+ w)) if 0 < s < Ns − w

(3.3)
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Misalignment(p, s, w) =∑
e∈p

∑
eadj∈{out_edges(source_node(e))\e}

∑s+w−1
i=s 1−Ap(eadj)(i)

|out_edges(source_node(e))| − 1 (3.4)

In [48], these two cost functions are part of a hybrid cost function that
also considers the candidate path’s hop count, the connection’s spectral width
and the amount of available spectrum on the path. The best relative weight
of these parts, however, is not determined. For this reason, only the two indi-
vidual fragmentation cost functions are used in this thesis to better combine
them with functions that model other aspects. Adapting the cost functions
to an SPP scenario is also not trivial since the metrics assume spectrum slots
to be either “used” or “free”, and it is unclear how backup slots shared by
different SRLGs should be treated. Considering the exact backup spectrum
availability would for example mean that the fragmentation pattern on a
backup candidate path would look different depending on the considered pri-
mary path. A spectrum assignment that seems to cause little fragmentation
increase could then cause much more fragmentation when another primary
path is considered, and it is questionable whether this behavior would lead
to any improvement in the network’s overall spectrum fragmentation. In ad-
dition, fragmentation is mostly a problem for primary connections that can’t
share spectrum, so it seems reasonable to only consider primary spectrum use
and regard all backup slots as “free” for the purpose of determining cut and
misalignment values.

3.4 A shareability cost function

Maximizing shareability – the average number of backup connections that
share a backup slot on a link – is another important goal to improve spec-
trum efficiency and thus reduce blocking. The MFSB (Minimum free spec-
trum block) algorithm [40] implements this goal; it is explained in Figure 3.2.
Assuming a request for a 2-slot connection from node a to d, three possi-
ble paths are shown for the backup connection. Because there are primary
connections or non-sharable backup connections on the other slots, only the
slots f3-f4 are available on path 1 and 2 and slots f4-f5 or f5-f6 on path 3.
For each of these four options, the number of free slots that would be used is
counted and the solution with the minimal count is chosen. In the example,
that would be slots f3/f4 on path 2 which requires only one free slot.

A formulation of MFSB as a cost function for a given connection candidate
is given in Equation 3.5.

FSB(p, s, w) =
∑
e∈p

s+w−1∑
i=s

1−Ap(e)(i) (3.5)
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Figure 3.2: Illustration of the MFSB algorithm [40]

3.5 The hybrid cost function

The cost functions defined in section 3.2, section 3.3 and section 3.4 have
been combined to obtain a hybrid cost function that considers all of the
mentioned effects and can be used within Algorithm 1. For efficiency reasons,
the combined cost function has been implemented as two functions that yield
cost values for a primary and a backup assignment, respectively. The values
are then added to obtain the total cost for a provisioning (see Algorithm 1).

A straightforward solution is a weighted linear combination as is given in
Equation 3.6 and 3.7, where the optimal weight values need to be determined
experimentally. When combining different cost functions in this way, it is
important to make sure that they do not unintentionally change relative to
each other depending on the requested source and destination or data rate:
The “FSB”, “Cuts” and “Misalignment” cost functions grow linearly with
the number of links in the path, while the spectrum separation cost function
does not. Therefore, this value has to be multiplied by the number of links,
otherwise it would be dominated by the other costs when a long connection
is requested or become dominant when source and destination node are close.

Further, the absolute value of the cost function is irrelevant, so that one
of the terms can be assigned the weight 1. The spectrum separation cost
function, which provides a basic ordering in the spectrum and should thus
always have a nonzero weight, is arguably the most natural choice for this
term. The other cost functions will then decide when to deviate from this
ordering.
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cp(p, s, w) = 1 · csep,p(p, s, w) · ‖p‖
+αfsb · FSB(p, s, w)
+αcut · Cuts(p, s, w)
+αalgn ·Misalignment(p, s, w) (3.6)

cb(p, s, w) = 1 · csep,b(p, s, w) · ‖p‖
+αfsb · FSB(p, s, w)
+αcut · Cuts(p, s, w)
+αalgn ·Misalignment(p, s, w) (3.7)

The results presented in chapter 5 suggest that while the formulation
in Equation 3.6 and 3.7 does lead to improved performance compared to a
pure spectrum separation cost function, it can be further refined: In this
cost function, the same weight values are used for the primary and backup
parts. This is practical to limit the number of independent parameters and
seems reasonable because the individual cost functions are the same, but
ignores that primary and backup spectrum behave differently. Backup slots
can be shared, therefore the primary spectrum in a link is usually wider
than the backup spectrum. Fragmentation is more of an issue for primary
connections since they cannot overlap; shareability is only of concern for
backup connections. For these reasons, Equation 3.8 and 3.9 is introduced as
an alternative hybrid cost function. The fragmentation-related cost functions
are only applied to primary connections, while the shareability-related cost
function is only applied to backup connections. Consequently, each weight is
only used once, which makes the tuning of the weight values easier.

cp(p, s, w) = 1 · csep,p(p, s, w) · ‖p‖
+αcut · Cuts(p, s, w)
+αalgn ·Misalignment(p, s, w) (3.8)

cb(p, s, w) = 1 · csep,b(p, s, w) · ‖p‖
+αfsb · FSB(p, s, w) (3.9)
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CHAPTER4
Methodology

4.1 Algorithm performance metrics
When comparing different algorithms or the behavior of the same algorithm
with different parameters, different performance metrics are used to quan-
tify the performance and identify the best solution. Additionally, measuring
aspects of the network state such as fragmentation and shareability gives fur-
ther insight into the algorithm’s provisioning behavior. In this work, the same
metrics as in [22] are used to ensure comparability of the results:

The blocking probability is estimated from the relative blocking fre-
quency, i.e. the ratio of the number of successfully provisioned connections
to the total number of connection requests in a simulation run.

The bandwidth blocking probability is analogously estimated from
the ratio of successfully provisioned bandwidth to the total requested band-
width in a simulation run. Typically, this value shows a similar trend but is
higher than the blocking probability, since larger bandwidth requests are less
likely to be provisioned successfully.

shareability expresses the spectral efficiency gain obtained from backup
sharing. It is defined as the ratio of the total number of frequency slots
required by existing backup connections to the total number of backup slots
in the network, counted across all links. The difference is that in the latter
case, shared backup slots are counted only once. In the case of DPP, both
values would be equal, resulting in a shareability of 1.

s =

∑
ep,eb∈E,i∈{1,2,...,Ns}

Ss(ep, eb)(i)∑
eb∈E,i∈{1,2,...,Ns}

∨
ep∈E

Ss(ep, eb)(i)
(4.1)

The phenomenon of fragmentation has been studied extensively in the
context of storage and memory resources, but is generally applicable to any
resource that is allocated and deallocated over time in contiguous, variable-
size blocks. This makes it interesting to consider a fragmentation metric for
optical networks as well. To measure the degree of spectral fragmentation in
the network, [22] adapted one of the fragmentation definitions for hard disks
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that showed to give a good indication of the fragmentation-related waste of
optical spectrum as well.

Let the length of the largest contiguous free spectrum block on a link be
defined as a function

ncfree : E → N0

ncfree(e) = max({n ∈ N0 : ∃i :
Ap(e)(i) = Ap(e)(i+ 1) = · · · = Ap(e)(i+ n− 1) = 0})

(4.2)

And the total number of free slots on a link as

nfree : E → N0

nfree(e) =
∑

i∈{1,2,...,Ns}
1−Ap(e)(i) (4.3)

Then the network fragmentation at a given time instant can be expressed as

f = 1
Ne

∑
e∈E

1− ncfree(e)
nfree(e)

(4.4)

Spectrum Utilization is the ratio of assigned (primary or backup) fre-
quency slots over the total number of slots in the network, counted across all
links.

u =

∑
e∈E,i∈{1,2,...,Ns}

Ap(e)(i)

Ne ·Ns
(4.5)

This indicates how efficiently a algorithm achieves a given blocking probability
result (e.g. did it keep the spectrum utilization low by using short paths and
sharing a lot, or was it good at using up the last few spectral resources before
blocking?), but it should be noted that a bad algorithm with high blocking
probability will also achieve low spectrum utilization simply because it doesn’t
provision so many connections at all. Therefore, spectrum utilization and
(bandwidth) blocking probability should be considered together.

The instantaneous Power consumption is calculated according to the
power model presented in section 2.2.

While the blocking probabilities are naturally computed over the whole
simulation run, the other metrics are calculated based on a given network
state at some time instant. For these metrics, the time average over the
whole simulated time is computed to obtain data that is representative of the
algorithm’s long-term behavior.

4.2 Simulator
It is desirable to obtain performance data of the algorithms under conditions
that are realistic, but also generalizable to draw meaningful conclusions. For
this reason, it is common in the literature on dynamic RSA to evaluate a al-
gorithm on the simplified sample topologies of several real-world optical net-
works. Traffic is generally assumed to be random: Connection requests have
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random source and destination nodes, arrivals and terminations are modeled
as poisson processes and requested data rates are chosen uniformly between
realistic limits. The problem of determining the performance, i.e. bandwidth
blocking probability, of a given RSA algorithm under these conditions is too
complex to formulate a closed-form expression, so it is typically solved by
computer simulations.

A new simulation program has been implemented to efficiently evaluate
algorithms specifically in dynamic RMLSA scenarios with shared path protec-
tion. To make the methods used to generate the data in this work transpar-
ent, ensure reproducibility and allow extension of the simulation program, it
is available upon request. A detailed description of the simulator’s structure
can be found in Appendix B.

4.3 Reference algorithm

Every new algorithm’s performance is compared to the performance of refer-
ence algorithms to decide whether it brings an improvement over the state of
the art. In the literature, simple algorithms such as first-fit or even random-
fit are often used as reference algorithms. These algorithms are applicable in
many scenarios and may, for many of the earlier works, actually have been
the best known algorithms. However, better algorithms are known today
that should consequently be used as references when further improvements
are to be claimed. In this case, the PF-MBL0 algorithm [43] is used that was
presented in 2013 and shown to outperform First-Fit[37] as well as MFSB[40].

When a new connection request arrives, PF-MBL (Primary First-fit, mod-
ified backup last-fit) first computes k shortest paths candidates for the pri-
mary path. Starting at the shortest one, the available spectrum (Ap) on
these paths is searched from lowest to highest slot index. As soon as a free
spectrum block is found that can accommodate the distance-dependent spec-
trum for the new connection, this path and spectrum is used for the primary
connection and the primary search is terminated.

The primary path is pruned from the graph to ensure link-disjointness
and k shortest backup candidates are computed. On each candidate, the
available spectrum (Ab) is searched starting from the highest slot index and
the search is terminated as soon as a feasible assignment is found. Since all
backup path candidates are considered, this yields up to k options, of which
the optimum according to a special cost function is chosen. The author
defines two variants of this cost function: In PF-MBL0, the distance of the
leftmost assigned frequency slot from the right spectrum edge Ns − sb is
minimized. In PF-MBL1, this distance is weighted with a factor c1 and used
together with the bandwidth to be provisioned, forming a hybrid cost function
c1 · (Ns − sb,begin) + (sb,end − sb,begin). PF-MBL1 requires careful tuning of
the weight c1 for each network, but brings only slight improvements. For this
reason, PF-MBL0 is used here.
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4.4 Simulation parameters

For network traffic simulations, there are a number of parameters that need
to be defined. As mentioned in section 2.3, the choices in the literature vary.
To achieve comparability to the work the reference algorithm was taken from
[43], similar values are chosen here:

• Simulations are run for 500000 connection requests in the parameter
space exploration phase to achieve shorter simulation times. To compare
the algorithms under different load values, 1000000 connection requests
are used to obtain less noisy results and better confidence.

• In all cases, the first 10000 connection requests are not considered in
measurements. This allows the network traffic to “ramp up” to a stable
state.

• The available spectrum is assumed to consist of 320 12.5GHz slots,
corresponding to the commonly used C-band in optical fibers [50]. Two
guard band slots are used.

• As network models, the 24-node, 43-link sample US network (Figure 4.1)
and the 28-node, 41-link Pan-european network (Figure 4.2) are used.
Because this work assumes a completely transparent network and long-
haul connections beyond a certain distance are not possible without
regeneration, the real physical distances are scaled down by a factor
of 0.1, effectively turning the networks into country- or regional-sized
networks. The same approach is taken in e.g. [43].

• For the parameter space exploration, a constant load of 220Erlang for
the US reference network and 200Erlang for the Pan-European network
is applied.

• For the comparison with the reference algorithms, a load range of 190Erlang
to 240Erlang for the sample US network and 170Erlang to 210Erlang
for the Pan-European network is used. This corresponds to blocking
probabilities of 0.1% to 1%, which is a typical interesting range in real
networks.

• For all applications of the k-shortest path algorithm, k = 4.

• Data rate requests are random and follow a uniform distribution be-
tween 10Gbps and 400Gbps, inclusively.

• Modulation schemes and their optical reach are assumed according to
Table 4.1 [27, 22].
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Table 4.1: Modulation schemes and optical reach

Modulation
format

Bits per
symbol

Subcarrier
capacity
[Gbit/s]

Transparent
reach [km]

BPSK 1 12.5 4000
QPSK 2 25.0 2000
8-QAM 3 37.5 1000
16-QAM 4 50.0 500
32-QAM 5 62.5 250
64-QAM 6 75.0 125
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Figure 4.1: Sample US network graph, distances in km scaled by 0.1

4.5 Parameter range definition

Before an extensive search for good weight values of the hybrid cost function
is possible, it is necessary to define the size of the search space. The data
that is presented in the following is valid for the hybrid cost function defined
by Equation 3.6 and 3.7; the same method has also been applied to the
cost function defined by Equation 3.8 and 3.9. Since each of the four cost
functions presented in chapter 3 measures some undesirable effect, all weights
should be positive. It is also interesting to consider subsets of the four cost
functions, so that combinations with zero weights should be included. This
defines the lower ends of the weight ranges. Finding an appropriate maximum
is more difficult because the cost functions measure very different quantities
and their relation to each other is unknown. To obtain a first estimate of the
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cost function’s magnitudes, a simulation has been run with the parameters
(αalgn, αcut, αfsb) = (0, 0, 0), i.e. using only the separation cost function. At
the same time, the cost values of all four functions were calculated for each
provisioning. The average values of the four cost functions are shown in
Table 4.2.

Cost functions that yield a lower average value can be expected to require
a higher weight to be able to influence the algorithm’s decision. At the same
time, the separation cost function should arguably dominate the others so that
the basic ordering in the spectrum is not lost. For these reasons, a weight
assignment that roughly balances the magnitudes of all four functions can

Table 4.2: Average cost values of provisioned connections

Network Path Separation Misalignment Cuts FSB
US Primary 751.6 11.34 1.612 21.35
US Backup 118.5 8.19 0.620 14.75
EU Primary 804.2 10.03 1.972 22.24
EU Backup 219.6 8.94 0.985 19.47
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Table 4.3: Maximum weight values for the parameter space exploration

Network αalgn αcut αfsb
US 8 46 12
EU 18 160 16

be used as an estimate for maximum weight values. As a generous estimate,
maximum weights for (αalgn, αcut, αfsb) of (100, 600, 50) have been chosen to
start with.
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Figure 4.3: Example of an initial parameter range experiment

In a second step, simulations with two of the weights set to zero and one
ranging from zero to the maximum, i.e. along the three axes of the parameter
space, have been conducted to observe how the blocking probability is affected
and find a range where it is improved. Figure 4.3 illustrates this experiment
with the example of the “Cut” cost function in the sample US network. The
blocking probability obtained with all three weights set to zero (i.e. applying
only the spectrum separation cost metric) is indicated with a dashed line.
As αcut is increased, the blocking probability first stays below that value and
then increases; this pattern is observed for all three weights in both networks.
These end of the range where the blocking probability is improved is indicated
by a vertical red line. This weight value is a reasonable upper limit for the
parameter space exploration. The numeric weight values for all cost functions
and networks are given in Table 4.3.

4.6 Parameter space exploration
Using the maximum values determined in section 4.5, simulations have been
run that explore the three-dimensional parameter space on a regularly spaced
grid. Choosing the grid spacing involves a trade-off since a higher density of
weight values also leads to longer simulation times, which quickly become
infeasible due to cubic growth. For this reason, a spacing of 1

10 of the weight
range has been chosen, yielding 113 = 1331 data points for each network.
As an example, the shareability data for the sample US network is shown in
Figure 4.4.

The parameter set that leads to the lowest blocking probability was then
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Figure 4.4: Parameter space exploration example: Shareability in the sample
US network

Table 4.4: Optimized weights

Network Cost function Load αalgn αcut αfsb BP
US 220 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00451
US Equation 3.6, 3.7 220 4.0 13.8 2.4 0.00416
US Equation 3.8, 3.9 220 1.6 25.0 0.8 0.00424
EU 200 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.00730
EU Equation 3.6, 3.7 200 7.2 48.0 9.6 0.00629
EU Equation 3.8, 3.9 200 5.4 75.0 3.3 0.00658

chosen for the final evaluation. Table 4.4 shows the blocking probability
values of the (0, 0, 0) weight assignment and of the best result that was found
in each network:

The data obtained in the parameter space exploration is presented in
detail in the appendix (see Appendix A). The shareability and fragmentation
data for both network models confirms the expected behavior of the individual
cost functions: Increasing the weight of the free spectrum block cost function
generally increases shareability, while the lowest fragmentation is achieved
with zero weight for the FSB function and low to medium weights for the
“Cuts” and “Misalignment” functions. For the blocking probability, however,
there is no such clear pattern - good results appear in different parts of the
parameter space with no visible gradient. This suggests that different trade-
offs between spectrum separation, backup sharing and minimizing different
kinds of fragmentation can lead to improved blocking probability. It may also
be argued that the search grid was too coarse. A further search on a generally
finer grid or specifically on points around the best points found so far may
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Table 4.5: Variants of the K-Squared RSA algorithm

Name Primary cost function Backup cost function
KSQ-S Equation 3.1 Equation 3.2
KSQ-H1 Equation 3.6 Equation 3.7
KSQ-H1P Equation 3.6 Equation 3.2
KSQ-H1B Equation 3.1 Equation 3.7
KSQ-H2 Equation 3.8 Equation 3.9

lead to a further improvement.

4.7 Evaluation of the algorithms
In chapter 3, several options for the cost function that is used in the “k-
squared” algorithm are defined. To gain more insight into its behavior, it is
interesting to study these different variants. First, a function that only aims
to separate primary and backup spectrum is defined by Equation 3.1 and 3.2.
It is therefore similar to the PF-MBL reference algorithm and mainly differs
in the routing algorithm.

The first hybrid cost function is defined by Equation 3.6 and 3.7. To
better understand its behavior, we also define variants that apply this hybrid
cost function only for the primary or only for the backup connection and use
the spectrum separation cost function for the other one, respectively.

Finally, there is the asymmetric hybrid cost function defined by Equa-
tion 3.8 and 3.9. In the following, these variants are named as shown in
Table 4.5 for easier reference.
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CHAPTER5
Results and performance evaluation

This section presents the results of the network traffic simulation and ana-
lyzes the blocking, backup sharing and fragmentation behavior of the different
algorithm variants introduced in chapter 3.

5.1 Blocking probability

The blocking and bandwidth blocking probability are the main performance
metrics for RSA heuristics. Both metrics, shown in Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.1,
show a significant improvement compared to the PF-MBL reference algo-
rithm. Even with the KSQ-S heuristic, which differs from PF-MBL only by
the “k-squared” path search, an improvement of 63% to 90% (average 77%)
in the sample US network and 47% to 74% (average 60%) in the EU network
is achieved over the considered load ranges. By introducing the hybrid cost
functions, a further improvement is achieved. This gain, however, is smaller
and not clearly visible in Figure 5.2 and 5.3. Figure 5.4, however, shows that
there is indeed a positive improvement compared to the KSQ-S algorithm for
all considered load values, which decreases slightly with increasing load and
amounts to 9% on average in the sample US reference network. In the Pan-
european network, the two hybrid cost functions yield 14% and 10% average
improvement, respectively.

5.2 Shareability and fragmentation

The shareability and fragmentation performance metrics give further insight
into the behavior of the different variants of the hybrid cost functions.

Figure 5.5 shows that the “k-squared” routing alone brings a visible in-
crease in shareability, with further improvement occurring as soon as the
shareability-maximizing MFSB cost function is introduced for the backup
cost. Analogously, the fragmentation shown in Figure 5.6 is reduced to a
large part due to “k-squared” routing, but improves slightly further as soon
as the fragmentation-aware primary cost function is used. This observation is
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Figure 5.1: Bandwidth Blocking probability under varying load
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Figure 5.2: Blocking probability under varying load

the reason for defining the second hybrid cost function, which uses asymmet-
ric primary and backup cost definitions (Equation 3.8 and 3.9) which focus
on these aspects.

When comparing the two variants of the hybrid cost function, H1 achieves
better shareability, while the fragmentation does not differ significantly.

In addition to measuring the total fragmentation as defined in section 4.1,
the same metric has also been applied separately to the primary and backup
areas of each link’s spectrum. These results are shown in Figure 5.7 and
Figure 5.8, respectively.

For all KSQ variants, the primary fragmentation is higher than with PF-
MBL, even though the overall fragmentation as shown in Figure 5.6 is lower.
An explanation is that the primary spectrum becomes more fragmented be-
cause of the lower blocking probability and therefore higher network traffic,
while the overall fragmentation is reduced due to the higher shareability,
which leads to a wider gap between primary and backup spectrum. Further,
the improvement gained from fragmentation-aware primary cost functions is
more clearly visible when analyzing the primary fragmentation.
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Figure 5.3: Percentage of blocking probability improvement compared to PF-
MBL under varying load
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Figure 5.4: Percentage of blocking probability improvement compared to
KSQ-S under varying load

The backup fragmentation (Figure 5.8) is lowest when fragmentation-
aware backup cost functions are used. KSQ-S and KSQ-H1P still bring a large
improvement over the PF-MBL backup fragmentation since with more routing
options and higher shareability, there is also a better chance of provisioning
new connections in free slots, thereby reducing backup fragmentation.

Finally, it can be observed that in contrast to the primary fragmenta-
tion results, the asymmetric KSQ-H2 cost function performs worse in backup
fragmentation than H1. An explanation is that H2 has a stronger emphasis
on fragmentation in the primary cost function, but does not consider backup
fragmentation at all.
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Figure 5.5: Shareability under varying load
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Figure 5.6: Fragmentation under varying load
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Figure 5.7: Primary fragmentation under varying load
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Figure 5.8: Backup fragmentation under varying load
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5.3 Power consumption
Finally, since energy efficiency is an issue of increasing importance in opti-
cal networks, the average power consumption of the simulated networks is
analyzed. Figure 5.9 shows no difference between the KSQ variants and a
slightly lower power consumption at high loads when the PF-MBL heuristic
is employed. This difference is explained with the considerably higher block-
ing probability of PF-MBL in this load range. Since fewer connections are
provisioned, the total power consumption of the transceivers is lower.

In the network scenario that was considered in this work, the actual power
efficiency is therefore only affected by the provisioning efficiency, i.e. by the
amount of traffic that a heuristic can successfully provision and that the static
power consumption is then shared by. Further gains in energy efficiency would
only be possible with techniques not considered in this work, e.g. traffic
grooming or improvements to the network hardware.
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Figure 5.9: Power consumption [kW] under varying load



CHAPTER6
Conclusion

The results show that the routing as well as the cost metric of the proposed
heuristic cause a significant improvement in blocking probability, thereby im-
proving the capacity of the network. Most of this improvement in each refer-
ence network has been achieved through K-Squared routing alone. This and
the fact that it can easily be combined with different cost metrics to decide
the spectrum makes the K-Squared algorithm an interesting basis for future
research. Deciding the backup path through the combined cost metric has a
smaller, but still valuable effect on the blocking probability.

The four parts of the cost metric could be shown to have the intended
effects, but their combination is not trivial. A combination of weights that
give good results could be found for each network, but such combinations can
appear unpredictably in different parts of the parameter space, suggesting
that when a very close approximation of the optimum is required, searching
the parameter space at a higher density or with more sophisticated methods
is necessary. The fact that a combination of very different cost metrics leads
to better results than any one of them individually also illustrates the need
to evaluate future proposed cost metrics not only individually, but with other
known well-performing metrics as far as simulation complexity allows.

6.1 Ethics and Sustainability considerations

Of course, the new possibilities of a growing internet infrastructure and its
expansion into more and more areas of life also bring a range of new prob-
lems concerning e.g. energy efficiency, privacy, security, legal risks or changes
of social norms and communication behavior, to name only a few. Not de-
veloping network technology any further, however, cannot be the solution
to these problems. Backbone networks are not inherently “good” or “bad”.
Instead, the technical progress must be accompanied by an adaptation in so-
ciety: Education in media competence and basic technical knowledge as well
as political efforts to protect privacy, adapt laws to the technical possibilities
and push international standardization will be needed to use the technology
in the best way.
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Where there is continuous growth, there is also always the question of
sustainability. Energy consumption grows and in addition, the fast-paced
replacement of network hardware by new generations of technology leads to
waste. However, the flexibility of elastic network technology and transpar-
ent switching has been shown to considerably increase energy efficiency. It
may also lead to a smaller percentage of the network hardware needing to be
changed for a technology upgrade, since different bandwidths and modula-
tions can coexist in an EON. Considering this, developing EON technology
seems justifiable from a sustainability point of view.

6.2 Future work
Due to its complexity, the K-squared hybrid cost heuristic not only constitutes
an improvement with regard to EON efficiency, but also raises new questions.
Future works may be able to achieve further improvements by including new
cost metrics or be able to show a law of diminishing returns. Another option
is considering more optimization goals beyond blocking probability: As hard-
ware details become clearer, including power optimization in a hybrid cost
metric is a possible idea.

In addition, the algorithm may be extended or integrated with others to
support e.g. traffic grooming, partial protection or active defragmentation.

Finally, the simulator program that has been developed for this work may
be further optimized to reduce simulation times and allow higher densities
of data points. One interesting aspect is the trade-off between processor and
memory usage: Currently, the simulation is CPU-bound, but requires only
little memory. By keeping precomputed sets of path pairs between all nodes
in memory and caching spectrum availability results for paths or segments,
expensive computations may be traded for a larger working set, possibly
leading to better performance.



APPENDIX A
Further simulation data

A.1 Parameter range estimation
The results of the initial parameter estimation experiment is shown in Fig-
ure A.1. The end of the chosen range is marked by a red line; the dashed
blue line shows the result for the parameter assignment (0, 0, 0).

A.2 Parameter space exploration
The results of the parameter space exploration in terms of blocking proba-
bility, fragmentation and shareability for the sample US and EU networks
are shown in Figure A.2 through A.7, respectively. Each figure shows the
values of one performance metric in the three-dimensional parameter space.
Four different perspectives are given to make all regions of the cube visible.
To improve readability, results that are worse than the result for the (0, 0, 0)
parameter assignment are clipped to that value.
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Figure A.1: Initial experiment to determine parameter ranges for the sample
US (left) and EU (right) network
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Figure A.7: Parameter space: shareability in the Pan-European network



APPENDIX B
Simulation Software

The simulator “eonsim” has been published under a free license on https:
//github.com/chrthi/eonsim.

“eonsim” is an event-driven traffic simulator for dynamic shared-path pro-
tected provisioning in elastic optical networks. It is designed for testing dif-
ferent provisioning heuristics. The program is written in C++ and has been
developed and run in a GNU/Linux environment, but is expected to work on
other platforms as well.

B.1 List of classes

In the following, all classes in the program are listed with a brief explanation.
A more detailed description of key parts of the program is given below.
JobIterator

Iterate over all specified parameter combinations for each specified algo-
rithm.

JobIterator::job_t
A parameter set for a simulation run that can be passed to a Simulation
object.

JobIterator::paramRange_t
A range specification for a single parameter.

Simulation
Implementation of the event-driven simulation main loop.

StatCounter
Keeps track of blocking statistics and performance metrics during a sim-
ulation run.

NetworkGraph
Holds the network graph structure and supports path search.

NetworkGraph::DijkstraData
Distance and predecessor matrices used by the Dijkstra algorithm.

NetworkGraph::YenKShortestSearch
Holds k-shortest path search state so that additional paths can be calcu-
lated later.
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NetworkState
Maintains the network’s spectrum state during a simulation run.

mod_properties_t
Information about a modulation: Optical reach, bits per symbol.

Request
Input to the heuristics: A new connection request that specifies source,
destination and bandwidth.

Provisioning
Return type of the heuristics: A path, modulation and spectrum assign-
ment for primary and backup.

ProvisioningScheme
Interface of a provisioning heuristic.

Chen2013MFSBProvisioning
Implementation of the MFSB Heuristic.

KsqHybridCostProvisioning
Implementation of the k2 shortest path heuristic with hybrid cost metric.

Shao2012FFProvisioning
Implementation of the first-fit heuristic.

ShortestFFLFProvisioning
Implementation of a simple heuristic that uses only the shortest paths
and assigns spectrum by first-fit/last-fit.

Tarhan2013PFMBLProvisioning
Implementation of the PF-MBL heuristic.

ProvisioningScheme::paramDesc_t
Description of a parameter that a heuristic accepts; used for printing
usage information.

ProvisioningSchemeFactory
Creates instances of the heuristics based on the names supplied on the
command line.

ProvisioningSchemeFactory::Registrar<T>
A helper object that, when constructed, registers the template parameter
class with the ProvisioningSchemeFactory.

B.2 Description of core program components

The NetworkState class models the spectrum state in a way that resembles
the mathematical model used in this thesis, representing e.g. Sp as a linear
array and Ss as a quadratic array of std::bitset, named primaryUse and
sharing. The primary spectrum availability Ap for edges is also maintained
as a std::bitset array, named anyUse, to speed up the calculation of path
primary spectrum availability. In all of these bitsets, a 1 indicates a spectrum
slot that is in use. Using these variables, the available primary spectrum and
the backup spectrum under consideration of the link-disjointness constraint
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can be computed by

Ap(p) =
∨

ep∈p

Ap(ep) =
∨

ep∈p

Sp(ep) ∨
∨

eb∈E

Ss(ep, eb)

 (B.1)

Ab(pp, pb) =
∨

eb∈pb

Sp(eb) ∨
∨

ep∈pp

Ss(ep, eb)

 (B.2)

These variables are updated in the provision and terminate methods.
The priAvailability and bkpAvailability methods combine the spectrum
states of multiple links along a path by logical or to compute path availability.

The network graph is implemented in the NetworkGraph class as a com-
pressed sparse row graph using the Boost Graph Library. This implementa-
tion is optimized for graphs that remain constant during program execution
and allows the use of library-provided standard algorithms such as Dijkstra’s
shortest paths.

To make use of the parallelism in modern multiprocessors, the simulation
is organized as tasks that are executed by a thread pool. Each task consists
of one simulation run with a certain network load, RMLSA heuristic and its
parameter set. Only the network graph is shared between all threads; the
spectrum state and statistics counter are allocated individually per thread.
This architecture allows to generate multiple data points, e.g. for different
load values or different heuristics parameters, in parallel.

The simulation is implemented as a discrete event simulation, where events
can be connection request or termination events. To handle a connection re-
quest, the RMLSA heuristic is executed and the network state and statistics
counters are updated. In addition, a new connection request is generated with
uniformly random source node, destination node and data rate. As connec-
tion arrival and terminations in a network are typically modeled as poisson
processes, the interarrival and holding time are random with an exponen-
tial distribution according to the network load. To ensure reproducibility, all
random values in a simulation run are generated using the same dedicated
random number generator, which is initially seeded to a constant value. This
way, different heuristics will always have to process the same sequence of re-
quests. When provisioned successfully, connections are kept in a list sorted
by termination time. As soon as all events at a certain simulation time have
been handled, the time is advanced to the next event, either the connection
request or the earliest termination. After each time step and before handling
the next events, the network state metrics are updated with the state during
the last time step to finally obtain time average values.

B.3 Adding new heuristics

Heuristics are implemented in separate classes in the provisioning_schemes
directory. Each of these classes is a subclass of the ProvisioningScheme in-
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terface. Each heuristic shall implement a constructor that accepts parameters
for the heuristic
MyHeuristic::MyHeuristic(const ProvisioningScheme::ParameterSet &p)

and be callable as a functor for provisioning requests.
operator()(const NetworkGraph& g, const NetworkState& s,

const NetworkGraph::DijkstraData &data,const Request& r)

To enable specifying the new heuristic on the command line, the class
has to register its name with the ProvisioningSchemeFactory. There is
a helper class ProvisioningSchemeFactory::Registrar<T> that should be
defined as a static const member of each heuristic, with the heuristic’s class
as the template parameter and a short textual name as the argument.
static const ProvisioningSchemeFactory::Registrar<MyHeuristic>

_reg("myh");

The constructor of this object will then deal with the registration.
In addition, each heuristic should define a short description text and a

parameter description that are used to print usage information. This can be
done by implementing the following member variables and function:
const char *const MyHeuristic::helpstr=

"A brand new heuristic";
const ProvisioningScheme::paramDesc_t MyHeuristic::pdesc[]={

{"x", "42<k<1337", XSTR(DEFAULT_X),
"A parameter that causes interesting behavior"},

{0,0,0,0}
};
std::ostream& MyHeuristic::print(std::ostream& o) const {

return printFormatted(o,helpstr,pdesc);
}

Copying and modifying one of the existing heuristics may be the most
efficient start.
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